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1.0	Introduction
The problems with the real estate transaction in Nigeria are many and can be traced to the imperfect nature of the property market. In real estate transaction, valuers are often consulted for opinions of values especially for sale, letting, and mortgage purposes. They often encounter problems in expressing opinion of values and the challenge often become greater with the way and manner that practitioners usually treat data on comparable properties they have sold. There is dearth of information due to lack of a central database from where data, figures and facts on recent transactions and valuation on real estate could be retrieved. This is partly responsible for lack of transparency and caused inaccuracy in arriving at an open market value. 					Valuation is often said to be an art and a science but this relates to the techniques employed to calculate value not to the underlying concept itself. Valuation is the process of estimating price in the market place, and such estimation is often affected by uncertainties which may be uncertainty in the comparable information available; uncertainty in the current and future market conditions; and uncertainty in the specific inputs for the subject property. The uncertainties translate into an uncertainty with the output figure, the valuation; and the degree of the uncertainties varies according to the level of market activity with the notion that the more active a market, the more credence would be given to the input information. 
According to Ayedun (2009), inaccuracy in valuation is hostile to development of the property market as investors find it hard to rely on value being placed on a property and this might affect decisions that investors and portfolio managers make, and thereby lead to financial losses. Apart from this, inaccuracy in real estate valuation could arise due to the archaic approach to valuation being adopted by the Nigerian valuers; whereas in the United Kingdom after which Nigeria has modelled the applicable methods of valuation, a paradigm shift has been experienced in the methods employed in valuing real estate. Because of high competition among valuers in the Nigerian property market, information about recent transactions are kept from each other, value on property that are meant to be open and transparent are now kept hidden and processes and methods being adopted are not transparent enough.  							Transparency, on the other hand, could be explained as public access to information held by government, rule-makers, as well as information about the process involved in decision-making. It includes varied opportunities for citizens, non-government organizations, businesses, and others outside the government to contribute to and comment on proposed policies. Transparency promotes democratic legitimacy by strengthening the connections between government agencies and the public they serve. It also helps improve the quality of agency rule-making and also helps to ensure meaningful and informed public participation (Coglianes et al, 2008). 		According to investopedia.com (2013), transparency is explained as the extent to which investors are privy to any financial information about a company such as price levels, market depth and audited financial reports. It further states that transparency implies that "much is known by many" and serves as one of the silent prerequisites of any free and efficient market. It is also known as "full disclosure" and helps to prevent corruption that inevitably occurs when a select few have access to important information, allowing them to use it for personal gain. It simply means the disclosure of information that ensures proper accountability of institutions to their boards, investors, shareholders, regulators and other stakeholders.						In respect to real estate, transparency reduces price volatility and tends to be a by-product of a transparent market because all the market participants can base decisions of value on the same data that are available and reliable. This is partly why developed nations across the world have enacted a lot of regulations to ensure that transparency is practiced in all aspect of their economy; and companies have strong motivation to provide disclosure as transparency is generally rewarded through the stock's performance (investopedia, 2013). Furthermore, transparency helps in achieving accuracy in business functions all over the world. Clemens and Daniel (2012) opined that Central Banks worldwide have become more transparent because democratic societies expect more openness from public institutions. Policymakers also see transparency as a way to improve the predictability of monetary policy, thereby lowering interest rate volatility and contributing to economic stability. Transparency is one of the pre-required factors when aiming at accuracy in any field, transparency as it allows critics, competitors and other players in relevant fields to comment and advise on issues that could help and improve. 								Valuation refers to a process of determining the worth of the interest in an asset at a particular time for a specific purpose. It is said to be both an art and a science and subjective as well as being objective, while it involves putting a value on a property, valuation in property market is the nearest accurate estimate of the trading price of a land or landed property, valuation is much like solving a puzzle and thus requires clues which are obtained from appropriate data and approach, but such data are not readily available for processing unlike other market like the stock market. Valuation is scientific in terms of purpose but an art in terms of execution. Like an art, valuation changes in forms from time to time thereby making valuers to follow the most suitable path that will consider such paradigm shift so as to achieve accuracy relative to the shift. 			“Valuation accuracy” therefore is the ability of a valuation to correctly identify a target. Where the basis of valuation is the market value, as it is often the case, valuation accuracy is the measure of the ability of valuation to identify subsequent sale price transacted in the market. In a number of studies (see Hager and Lord, 1985; Guilkey et al., 1986; Brown, 1991; Matysiak and Wang, 1995; McAllister, 1995; Adair et al., 1996; Ogunba and Ajayi, 1998; Crosby and Matysiak, 2002; Babawale and Ajayi, 2011; Babawale and Omirin, 2012), valuations were considered to be accurate or inaccurate based on the simple comparisons of valuation figures with transaction prices. The difference between valuations and transaction prices is termed “valuation accuracy” as distinct from the difference between valuation opinions expressed by several valuers, which is termed “valuation variance”. According to Crosby and Matysiak (2002), Otegbulu and Babawale (2011), accuracy of valuation estimate differs between properties depending on a variety of factors. If the property is fairly typical of nearby properties, accuracy will generally be improved. However, even large and unusual properties can be valued with high degree of accuracy if they have been bought or sold in recent times.				
Asset are items of ownership that is convertible into cash; total resources of a person or business, as cash, notes and accounts receivable; securities and accounts receivable, securities, inventories, goodwill, fixtures, machinery, or real estate (as opposed to liabilities). Asset is a resource with economic value that an individual, corporation, or country owns or controls with the expectation that it will provide future benefit. It is any property or object of value that one possesses, usually considered as applicable to the payment of one's debts.					Asset valuation is the method of assessing the worth of a company, real property, security, antique or other item of worth; it is commonly performed prior to the sale of an asset or prior to purchasing insurance for an asset and may consist of both subjective and objective measurements. For example, in valuing a company, there is no number on the company's financial statements that tells how much its brand name is worth; this aspect of asset valuation is subjective. On the other hand, net profit is an objective measurement based on the company's figures on income and expense. Common methods for determining an asset's value include comparing it to similar assets and evaluating its cash flow potential. Acquisition cost, replacement cost and deprival value are also methods of asset valuation. 							         			In finance, valuation is the process of estimating what something is worth. Items that are usually valued are a financial asset or liability. Valuations can be done on assets (for example, investments in marketable securities such as stocks, options, business enterprises, or intangible assets such as patents and trademarks) or on liabilities (e.g., bonds issued by a company). Valuations are needed for many reasons such as investment analysis, capital budgeting, merger and acquisition transactions, financial reporting, taxable events to determine the proper tax liability, and in litigation.
Consequently, the questions to which answers would be provided at this Mandatory Continuous Professional Development (MCPD) programme are: 
(i)	What are the common terminologies and models used in the valuation of financial assets? 
(ii)	What are the transparency and accuracy issues in asset valuation at the global setting?
(iii)	Are there identifiable transparency and accuracy issues among the Estate Surveyors and Valuers in Nigeria? 
(iv)	What are the causes of non-transparency and inaccuracy issues among Estate Surveyors and Valuers in Nigeria?
(v)	What are the most viable solutions to these issues?
In thes regards, the aim of this paper is to examine the transparency, accuracy and reliability issues in real estate valuation with a view to determining the factors that influence inaccuracy and non-transparency, and recommend viable solutions and ways of making the valuation practice more reliable and therefore attractive to both local and international investors.
2.0	Common Terminologies and Models of Financial Assets Valuation 
Valuation of financial assets is done using one or more of absolute value model, relative value model, and option pricing model; each of which is discussed in turn in this section. 	                        2.1 Absolute Value Models
The Absolute value model determines the present value of an asset's expected future cash flows. These kinds of models take two general forms: multi-period models such as discounted cash flow models or single-period models such as the Gordon growth model. The Gordon model is a dividend discount model (DDM) used in valuing a company based on the theory that a stock is worth the discounted sum of all of its future dividend payments. It is used to value stocks based on the net present value of the future dividends. The models rely on mathematics rather than price observation, and specify an asset's intrinsic value, supplying a point estimate of value that can be compared with market price. Present value models of common stock (also called discounted cash flow models) are the most important type of absolute valuation model.				     2.2 Relative Value Models
The relative value models determine value based on the observation of market prices of similar assets.	Relative value is the attractiveness measured in terms of risk, liquidity, and return of one investment relative to another, or for a given instrument, of one maturity relative to another.                        2.3 Option Pricing Models
Option pricing models are used for certain types of financial assets (e.g., warrants, put/call options, employee stock options, and investments with embedded options such as a callable bond) and are a complex present value model. The most common option pricing models are the Black–Scholes-Merton models and Lattice models. 						                       		
2.4 Market Value, Fair Value, and Intrinsic Value
Common terms for the value of an asset or liability are market value, fair value, and intrinsic value. Fair value is the amount at which an asset could be bought or sold in a current transaction between willing parties, or transferred to an equivalent party, other than in a liquidation sale. This is used for assets whose carrying value is based on market-to-market valuations. For fixed assets carried at historical cost (less accumulated depreciation), the fair value of the asset is not used. 	The meanings of fair market value, fair value, and intrinsic value differ. For instance, when an analyst believes a stock's intrinsic value is greater or less than its market price, an analyst makes a "buy" or "sell" recommendation. Moreover, an asset's intrinsic value may be subject to personal opinion and vary among those that are analysing it. When a plant asset is purchased for cash, its acquisition cost is simply the agreed on-cash price. However, when a business acquires plant assets in exchange for other non-cash assets (shares of stock, a customer's note, or a tract of land) or as gifts, it is more difficult to establish a cash price. 								In finance, a price (premium) is paid or received for purchasing or selling options. This price can be split into two components, namely, intrinsic value and time value. The intrinsic value is the difference between the underlying price and the strike price, to the extent that this is in favor of the option holder. For a call option, the option is in-the-money if the underlying price is higher than the strike price; then the intrinsic value is the underlying price minus the strike price. For a put option, the option is in-the-money if the strike price is higher than the underlying price; then the intrinsic value is the strike price minus the underlying price. Otherwise the intrinsic value is zero.													In terms of asset valuation, three possible bases have been identified and the general rule on non-cash exchanges is to value non-cash asset received at its fair market value or the fair market value of what was given up, whichever is more clearly evident. The reason for not using the book value of the old asset to value the new asset is that the asset being given up is often carried in the accounting records at historical cost. In the case of a fixed asset, its value on the balance sheet is historical cost less accumulated depreciation, or book value. Neither amount may adequately represent the actual fair market value of either asset. Therefore, if the fair market value of one asset is clearly evident, a firm should record this amount for the new asset at the time of the exchange.										 	           2.5 Appraised and Book Values
Appraised value is an expert's opinion of an item's fair market price if the item were sold; such items include works of art, rare books, antiques, and real estate. Book Value, however, is a fixed asset recorded cost less accumulated depreciation. An old asset's book value is usually not a valid indication of the new asset's fair market value; although the book value of an old asset may be used if a better basis is not available. Occasionally, a company receives an asset without giving up anything for it. For example, to attract industry to an area and provide jobs for local residents, a city may give a company a tract of land on which to build a factory. Although such a gift costs the recipient company nothing, it usually records the asset (land) at its fair market value.  

2.6 Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) 
This is a method of valuing a project, company, or asset (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Financial_asset" \o "Financial asset​) using the concepts of the time value of money (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Time_value_of_money" \o "Time value of money​). All future cash flows (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Cash_flow" \o "Cash flow​) are estimated and discounted (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Discounting" \o "Discounting​) to give their present values (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Present_value" \o "Present value​) (PVs)—the sum of all future cash flows, both incoming and outgoing, is the net present value (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Net_present_value" \o "Net present value​) (NPV), which is taken as the value or price of the cash flows in question. Present value may also be expressed as a number of years' purchase of the future undiscounted annual cash flows expected to arise.	 		A business valuation method that uses discounted cash flow analysis to determine a company's financial worth. The absolute value method differs from the relative value models that examine what a company is worth compared to its competitors. Absolute value models try to determine a company's intrinsic worth based on its projected cash flows. In addition to looking at ratios such as price to earnings and price to book value, value investors like to calculate what an entire business is worth when they are considering whether to buy a particular stock. Discounted cash flow models are one way to determine this worth. They estimate a company's future free cash flows, then discount that value to the present to determine an absolute value for the company. By comparing what a company's share price should be given its absolute value to the price the stock is actually trading it, investors can determine if a stock is currently under or overvalued.			Using DCF analysis to compute the NPV of an asset takes as input cash flows and a discount rate and gives as output a price; the opposite process - taking cash flows and a price and inferring a discount rate is called the yield (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Yield_%28finance%29" \o "Yield (finance)​). Discounted cash flow analysis is widely used in investment finance, real estate development (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Real_estate_developer" \o "Real estate developer​), corporate financial management and patent valuation (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Patent_valuation" \o "Patent valuation​). The most widely used method of discounting is exponential discounting, which values future cash flows as "how much money would have to be invested currently, at a given rate of return, to yield the cash flow in future." Other methods of discounting, such as hyperbolic discounting, are studied in academic circles said to reflect intuitive decision-making, but are not generally used in industry.	The discount rate used is generally the appropriate weighted average cost of capital (WACC) that reflects the risk of the cashflows. The discount rate reflects two things, namely, time value of money and risk premium. Time value of money (risk-free rate (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Risk-free_rate" \o "Risk-free rate​)) – according to the theory of time preference (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Time_preference" \o "Time preference​), investors would rather have cash immediately than having to wait and must therefore be compensated by paying for the delay; while the risk (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Risk_premium" \o "Risk premium​) premium reflects the extra return investors demand because they want to be compensated for the risk that the cash flow might not materialize after all
2.7 Net Asset Value Approach 
This is a method of estimating the value of a company and considers the assets (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Asset" \o "Asset​) and liabilities (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Liability_%28financial_accounting%29" \o "Liability (financial accounting)​) of the business. At a minimum, a solvent (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Solvency" \o "Solvency​) company could shut down operations, sell off the assets, and pay the creditors (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Creditor" \o "Creditor​) and hold remaining cash to establish a floor-value for the company. This method is known as the net asset value or cost method. In general, the discounted cash flows of a well-performing company exceed the floor value. However, some assets are worth more "dead than alive", like weakly performing companies that own many tangible assets. This method can also be used to value heterogeneous portfolios (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​w​/​index.php?title=Heterogeneous_portfolio&action=edit&redlink=1" \o "Heterogeneous portfolio (page does not exist)​) of investments, as well as nonprofits, for which discounted cash flow analysis is not relevant. The valuation premise normally used is that of an orderly liquidation (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Liquidation" \o "Liquidation​) of the assets, although some valuation scenarios (e.g., purchase price allocation) imply an "in-use" valuation such as depreciated (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Depreciated" \o "Depreciated​) replacement cost new.				           2.8 Excess Earnings Method 
This is an alternative approach to the net asset value method. The excess earnings method has the appraiser identify the value of tangible assets, estimate an appropriate return on those tangible assets, and subtract that return from the total return for the business, leaving the "excess" return, which is presumed to come from the intangible assets. An appropriate capitalization rate is applied to the excess return, resulting in the value of those intangible assets. The resulting value is added to the value of the tangible assets and any non-operating assets, and the total is the value estimate for the business as a whole.
3.0 Transparency and Accuracy Issues on the Global Platform
Regardless of the various approaches used to ensure accuracy in valuation of assets, a number of transparency and accuracy issues have been identified on global and individual national platforms. The attempt here is to answer the second poser: what are the transparency and accuracy issues amongst real estate practitioners on the global platform? Answer will be proferred using the transparency index components derived from recent research carried out by Jones Lang LaSalle (2010). The components consist of composite score which is divided into five sub-indices, and further thirteen transparency measures to resolve eighty-three individual questions and data points as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Transparency Index Components 
Source: Jones Lang LaSalle, 2010
Furthermore, ninety-seven markets across the world were identified in methodology to determine the real estate transparency index and classified into: Level 1 - High Transparency; Level 2 – Transparency; Level 3 – Semi-Transparency; Level 4 – Low Transparency; and Level 5 – Opaque as shown in Fig. 2

Fig. 2: Global Transparency Index
Source: Jones Lang LaSalle Global Transparency Index, June 2010

From Fig. 2, out of ninety-seven markets across the world, 10 (10.31%) were found to be highly transparent; 19 (19.59%) were considered to be transparent; 39 (42.21%) were semi-transparent; 19 (19.59%) were low transparent; while 10 (10.31%) were rated as opaque. The implication of this is that at least 68 out of 97 (70.10%) of the real estate markets across the world were just semi-transparent with 10 (10.31%) of the markets being unclear, difficult, or obscured. Fig. 3 illustrates the global spread and level of transparency in across the world.


Fig. 3: Global Spread of Transparency Index of Real Estate Market
Source: Jones Lang LaSalle Global Transparency Index June 2010

Further analysis of the transparency issue by sub-index based on sub-indices of performance measurement, market fundamentals, listed vehicles, regulatory and legal frameworks, and transaction process indicated a global average across the continents in terms of the sub-indices as shown in Fig. 4

Fig. 4: Global Transparency Indices based on Sub-indices
Source: Jones Lang LaSalle, 2010

From Fig. 4, transparency analysis based on performance measurement across the Americas, Europe, Asia Pacific, and Middle East & Africa is 3.53; considering market fundamentals, 3.69 index was derived for the continents; listed vehicles, 2.83 global index; 2.65 for regulatory and legal frameworks; and 2.69 as global average level of transparency based on transaction process. Furthermore, the Middle East and Africa scored the least in transparency based on performance measurement, market fundamentals, regulatory and legal frameworks, and transaction process.
Specifically for Africa, there is limited progress in real estate transparency efforts, most of the real estate markets have either low transparency or are opaque and there are great transparency challenges accompanying opportunities; this is illustrated by Fig. 5

Fig. 5: Transparency Levels Across Africa Countries
Source: Jones Lang LaSalle Investment Management, 2012

From Fig. 5, individual countries in Africa, namely, Ghana, Angola and Nigeria are classified as ‘Opaque’ in the transparency categorisation. Ghana scores slightly better than Angola and Nigeria but continues to face challenges in terms of market data availability, infrastructure and the general maturity of its real estate markets. Nigeria and Angola, in particular, with their sizeable reserves of oil and other natural resources, are experiencing increasing levels of attention from international companies and investors. Apart from these, Nigeria is West Africa’s largest consumer market drawing interest from a range of industrial sectors. However, real estate transparency in Nigeria with ongoing security issues that threaten stability, continue to be a significant barrier to entry and a challenge for those seeking to move into these markets (Global Real Estate Transparency Index, 2010).
In respect of Nigeria, valuation opinions have become inaccurate and highly unreliable. For instance in a study of 131 Federal Government landed properties that were sold at certain prices in Lagos State in 2007 carried out in 2009, twelve valuers were asked to value same properties sold in 2007 for comparison between the market price and the twelve Estate Valuers’ estimates. It was found that the valuation opinions were divergent with high standard and mean deviations resulting from the analysis. The mean deviation of the valuers’ estimates from the actual sale price of the properties was ±32.44% which represents very high degree of inaccuracy when considered with ±5% recommended by Hager and Lord (1985) and ±10% recommended by Ogunba (2004) (see Ayedun, 2009). 										Furthermore, a recent survey of fifty (50) Head of Practice in Lagos conducted for purpose of this Workshop showed that only 2 (4%) allow professional colleagues access to recent valuation reports they prepared. They justified their decision on the excuse that the reports were for “personal consumption” of the clients. Responding to another question on releasing data on the previous sales and letting transactions, 23 (46%) would only release such information on condition, 20 (40%) would not release such data as they were their property over which they have rights. This implies low level of transparency and none cross-exchange of information on recent sale and letting transactions to extent that there may be no uniformity in the data being used in valuation among the real estate professional. It also portend a great challenge of accuracy in and consequent reliability of the opinions of the Estate Valuers.
4.0	Causes of Non-transparency and Inaccuracy Issues amongst Estate Surveyors and Valuers in Nigeria

4.1 Persistent Subjectivity of the Valuation Process: 
The valuation process in Nigeria is very subjective and usually left to the inexperienced valuers while the Principal Partners are somehow engaged with other activities or another business entirely different from real estate practice. Many valuers usually rely on experience and hardly consider valuation techniques that are not within the traditional methods of valuation. The persistent subjectivity of the valuation process, despite the widespread use of explicit cash flow-based methods such as discounted cash flow (DCF), underscores the uncertainty and risk inherent to the use of valuations to measure property performance. A sound valution process begins with a robust definition of the key valuation risks that must be identified, monitored and mitigated. Once the risks are identified, management can develop controls that monitor and mitigate the risks. If these are not appropriately monitored and controlled, they significantly increase the potential for error in valuing portfolios. Valuation as a science demands the adoption and application of correct analytical tools. For instance in valuation for mortgage purpose, the investment valuation has been found to be the best option for advising the financial of the ability of the income from mortgage property to fully repay the loan. We often adopt wrong methods and sometimes even when investment method is used, how do we detemine the appropriate yield; so different valuers resort to different techniques and this leads to inaccuracy in resulting figures and unreliable valuation opinions.
4.2	Greed Amongst Practitioners
The real estate practitioners take real estate valuation practice as “war” and like in war situation adopt different “war-based” strategies to outsmart perceived “enemies” who of course are their professional colleagues. It is common amongst the practitioners to “fortify their territory” by not divulging information about real estate jobs that have just done. This is why hardly will they release data on such jobs. Whereas, such data would assist all practitioners such that at the click of a button professional colleagues in locations far away could assess the websites of firms to obtain data that could assist them in arriving at opinions of values. Many firms in Lagos (names withheld) have Research and Statistics Departments, they have data on recent sales and letting across the country but such data is “strictly for internal use”. They fortify the information that staff could divulge, monitor the staff movements and visitors into their “territory” and staff could hard go beyond certain locations within Lagos metropolis except with advanced permission of the Principal Partner. The staff movement, espcially those with official cars are closely monitored using the GPRS installed on their cars. Data that could be useful for all are collected and made use internally and they are not even sure of the reliability of such data, which comparison across network of practitioners would have afforded and accuracy of valuation opinion be enhanced and respected by international investors. 
4.3	Market Volatility and Changing Liquidity
Actual investment performance reflects the underlying strategy of the portfolio manager and the execution costs incurred in realizing those objectives, which dramatically reduce the notional return to an investment strategy. Volatility is a measure for variation of price of an asset over time and volatility that are historic is derived from time series of past market prices while implied volatility (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Implied_volatility" \o "Implied volatility​) is derived from the market price of an asset being valued. Until recently, the Nigeria economy was volatile to the extent that it was impossible to predict the precise direction of market price. Since valuation considers prevailing market indices and valuation opinion is always “as at date” any major flunctuation in the market indices has great effects on the eventual value of the asset and any previous opinion of value becomes inaccurate and unreliable.  
4.5 Lack of Reliable Data
Data used for valuations are often obtained from a single source or counterparty source. Quite often, valuers would contact few colleagues to inquire about going rent or sale price in a given location without giving other variables to enable accurate response, and would adopt such information in arriving at opinion of values. The pricing system in Nigeria further amplifies this challenge as data on the general economy as obtainable on the Nigerian Government sponsored websites are suspect and in many cases non-existent. There is no central records and statistics on Nigerian economy in general and real estate transactions in particular. Concrete research efforts for building solid real estate databank are virtually non-existent and little attempts at attaining this have been thwarted by the practitioners themselves. Valuation as earlier stated in a science and science relies on basic information to guide towards correct decision-making, and where there is no information the outcomes of scientific processes become ineffectual and ineffective. This is why valuation opinions have become guess work and as many valuers as are engaged for valuation of same property would have separate opinions with very wide gap of deviation from normality. The valuers are not do much in terms of rigorous process before arriving at opinions of value, this accounts for inaccuracy with consequent effect of unreliable valuation figures
4.6 Clients’ Influence and Non-Scaled Professional Fees
On many occassions, clients have become domineering in determining the valuation figures of their assets. This is further compunded by the refusal of Banks that make use of valuation reports to pay according to laid down professional scale of charges. They pay somewhat little amount for tasking valuation exercise. They peanuts and get the monkey’s opinion! Practitioners are culpable in this regard as no matter the fees that are paid, all efforts at bringing out the best of valuation opinions must be put into play and good quality report must be prepared. This somehow influences few of the practitioners who stick to honesty and devotion, which is the motto of the Nigerian Institution of Estate Surveyors and Valuers to which they belong.
5.0 Recommendations

For practitioner to perform their functions creditably, valuations must provide good proxy for transaction prices. Regrettably, there exist persuasive grounds to suggest that inaccuracy in valuation is inevitable such that valuations may not be able to fulfil the intended goal and expectations. Majority of sub-Saharan countries, including Nigeria, are characterised by low levels of transparency, a significant challenge for foreign investors looking at tapping into substantial growth opportunities in this region. It is in this regard, the following are proferred to ensure reliable, accurate, and transparent valuation process: 
(i)	The growing recognition in many emerging economies that the current lack of performance indicators and accurate market information is hindering accurate valuation and hampering reliability of the resulting valuation figures and the development of competitive domestic real estate sectors. 
(ii)	The ongoing credit and sovereign wealth crises, across the world should motivate regulators, Central Banks, foreign investors and other real estate professionals towards better transparency, in the process offering more public data on real estate debt and monitoring valuers, borrowers and lenders more closely. The full adoption of the expectations of the International Financial Reporting Standards would guide Valuers with the grave consequence of endorsing valuation reports that are substandards in terms of accuracy and reliability. Valuation opinion that a Bank relies upon to lend money but which turns bad debt may be revisited and consequent penalty metted to the property owners and valuers; this may bring sanity into the valuation practice. The Estate Surveyors and Valuers Registration Board of Nigeria should pay more attention to the circumstances that engender under-the-table valuation. 
(iii)	The practitioners need to brace up to acquiring modern valuation tools, the present disposition to use of traditional methods of valuation without updating knowledge on emerging trends in valuation techniques should be changed. There is need for us to embrace modern techniques and use of valuation software. Valuers in Nigeria are lagging behind and international investors are more disposed to use of software in carrying out real estate analysis. They consider the resulting figures from such approach to be reliable and accurate instead of the use of investment and cost methods which are even not properly analyzed before an opinion of value is arrived at. The use of modern techniques in assets valuation will in the overall, limit the effects of persistent subjectivity of the valuation process.
(iv)	There is need to develop reliable real estate database. Valuers often determine rent passing, cost per square metre, depreciation rates, historic costs, yield, and other variables in the valuation process to guess work. This must change if Valuers will remain relevant in the international scene for valuation of assets. International investors have quite often invited valuers from overseas to determine accurate and reliable values devoid of client influence and ignored Nigerian valuers in asset valuation process. With reliable data, changing economic situation would have little effects on the valuers’ opinion since the data would have been updated on regular basis and it would be possible to predict the direction to which the real estate data are flowing. This would also guide against serious adverse effects of market volatility and changing level of cashflows in the economy.
(v)	The valuers must realize that amassing all the jobs and doing it all alone would not make or mar good professional practice. Greed and deliberate fortification of sources of valuation jobs to the disadvantage of colleagues would not bring the best to the profession. Valuers should be willing to share information and contribute such information to a data pool which each NIESV Branches should coordinate.

6.0 Conclusion										             In conclusion, the transparency issue in asset valuation is a global phenomenon but the issue of accuracy and reliability in valuation process is peculiar to individual countries. Valuers in Nigeria must realize that the world has become a global village and if they must be relevant in the village there must be total attitudinal change. Although, the problems real estate valuers encounter in Nigeria are many and traceable to the imperfect nature of the property market, a number of suggestions made in this paper will go a long way at ensuring transparency, accurancy, and reliability of valuers’ opinion and encourage foreign institutional investors come into Nigeria. The practice will in the long run be better for it; however, continuing the status quo may not augur well for the practice, which is already being challenged by other professionals.
Thank you for listening. 
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